were presented before [Lin (1986a) and Lin (1986b) • has its own ALU (arithmetic logic unit) to perform standard calculations.
• may have its own local memory.
• can be masked by a disable signal, for leaving it idle during some period of time.
Although the categories of MIMD and SIMD are too crude, we can find generally two types of machines that are considered in the literature:
• the shared memory machines (where a common memory is available for all the PEs).
• the interconnection network machines (where all the PEs are connected via a specific network).
Parallel machines of the second type appear to be more realistic [Dekel et al (1981) • the real vector X :X T -(xx,x2, xs). IfL < xl < x2 < x3 _< R then X is an acceptable vector.
Thus an acceptable X is a vector of three increasing elements.
• the real vector ¢: cT _--__ (CI_l, (I_2 ' _3,1), where ¢, -= _(x,), i : 1,2,3.
Usually we'll denote it by ¢(X). Thus ¢ is a vector of four elements, where the first three are the values of • at the three points given by the three elements of X.
• the real vector
) is a vector of four scalars, three of which are unknown, and are part of the solution of P1.
• the forward and the backward spacings around the point xz are: With these definitions, the following problem is defined:
The Problem PI: Given some acceptable vector X, find a coefficient vector C such that
where the first three entries of ¢(X) are the discrete values of the function _ that fulfill eq. (5) [or eq. (1)].
As we shall see later this problem is well defined and its solutions exist. 
where the coefficients of this equation are governed by the following recurrence system:
where the primes are the derivatives with respect to x.
LEMMA: 2 For a given Pl(g,X;
C) problem and a given integer t, the following are approzimations for ¢1 and ¢3 of the order of (t + 1):
wherea,13 and',/arethesets offunctionsa= {ca} , 13= {13_} , "7= {7,}, and/or any set 4 functions f =_ {A(x)},=2 the functional Q is definedas:
The proof of the first lemma is by induction, using the definitions of the coefficients in eq. (2 where the number of the point xl is 1, the number of the point x3 is n and k is the number of the point x2, 1 < k < n. Given a desired accuracy order t, a FD approximation for eq. (5) that is spread over 3 grid points can be generated [Lin (1986a) ], by applying equations (9) at the i th grid point:
where hi : Xi+l --_i Doing this for all the internal grid points in l'l, the following tridiagonal like system is obtained:
with l_ --r,_-i = 0, and the nature of the FD equations is that ej = 0 for j < 3 and f1 --0 for j <: n -2. With this approach the solution vector C to the problem P1 is obtained in two steps: 
END ;
For the simple case of k = n-1 we get the known folding algorithm [Wang(1981) ]. In order to evaluate the performance of this program the following definitions and notations are needed:
The time needed to execute ADD or SUBTRACT on one processor.
"M':
The time needed to execute MULTIPLICATION on one processor. 
where
The way the grid points are spread over fl depends on the error requirements and on some pre-knowledge of the solution's behavior. However, as the order of accuracy is raised, this sensitivity is reduced [Lin (19865) 
Step 2 (7) and (8) Dongarra et al (1984) . In the present case, when all the PEs are identical to each other, it can be easily shown, that for all the processors to finish
Step 2 in the same time, all the m_ should be equal to each another, while usually the error is determined by the total number of points m in 12: 
I
This result can be verified by minimizing the total time with respect to 1 1 for most of the P. The efficiency in this case is r/ -1+k/'P which is _ machines [see also Kowalik et al (1985) ]. The sensitivity of the total time 2F tap)2 to the number of processors in this case is ATtota = _ _ . It can be seenthat as the optimal number of processorsincreasesthe total time will not increaseas much.
5
The parallel Algorithm PARA2.
The second parallel algorithm for solving numerically eq. (5) that will be considered here is similar to the first one, PARA1, in the general sense, but its local and global steps are much more closely tied to each another than in the first one, It consists of the following four steps:
Step
Step
Step 1: Similar to the first step of PARA1, choose a set W of P internal discrete points in 12 which axe the key points:
with the understanding that x0 = L and xp+l = R. Given a positive real number h, add additional P + 1 points Z = {zi} so that
Yl is now a vector that has two vector components:
y_l)= (Z,,Xi,Z,+I)T and y_2)= (Xi,Z,+I,X,+x)T.
2: Solve in a parallel manner P systems of the type: PI(g,Y_ k) ; C_ k)) ; k = 1,2 ; i = 1,2,...,P, where the i th processor solves the ita system of the two problems independently of the others.
3: Each processor i , i = 1, ..., P -1 sends its solution vector CI 2)
to the processor i + 1. Then each processor i substitutes the C_ 1 and C_ 2) results into the C_ x) vector result for zi, eliminating the contributions of zi and zi+l. The new vectors C_ x) will be denoted by
Step 4: Solve the following tri-diagonal linear system for the set ¢ = i=P {¢,},=1:
using one of the processors.
The way step 2 is executed is very similar to that of step 2 of the previous algorithm; here each processor i spreads a FD grid over [x_, zi+1] 
then the linear equation that is solved in the j + 1 iteration is: 
